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Origin Stories 
 
A lunch table conversation that I was a part of recently—maybe I should say, this 
was a lunch table at the recent Annual Meeting of all the Vermont UCC churches 
which means that this was a table predominantly of pastors, and so you might 
think maybe not your average lunch table conversation—but as we were 
beginning to get to know one another, our conversation was in fact wonderfully 
average as we asked each other that first question that I think we all would ask in 
that situation, asking one another…where are you from, or where’s home for 
you?  
 
Where are you from? Where’s home for you?  
 
Well, I have to say it’s a great joy for me these days to be able to begin 
answering that question by telling people a bit about this part of Vermont, and to 
tell a bit about you all—about this Weybridge Church community that I’ve come to 
love and to love sharing about with others. But of course—and especially if I’m 
talking to somebody who is actually from Vermont—well, my answer can’t stop 
there/here, and so my story as I tell it continues to unfold backwards in time—
some time spent in Boston serving this church; some time in Chicago studying 
these subjects; some time growing up in Ohio; some time in Wisconsin; and now 
Florida together with Wisconsin as the two places that my family gathers 
whenever we get together. And sometimes the story even goes back to before 
me…to my parents, both from Chicago; and grandparents, also from the 
Midwest; and great-grandparents from North Dakota and Denmark; and before 
them some from Sweden, and Denmark, and Norway, and Germany, and on and 
on and on… 
 
And so at this lunch table, I might share with you my story, and you might share 
with me your story, and in telling these stories we might get closer and closer to 
understanding who we are, and where we’re each coming from, but we might 
also, I think, we might begin also to appreciate ways in which our own individuals 
stories fit into a bigger story, maybe even the bigger story of us as a species, 
maybe even the bigger story of us as a planet, and as a world…Suddenly then, 
we might find ourselves asking that basic lunch table question in a different way, 
where instead of Where are you from, or where’s home for you? We now find 
ourselves wondering together about an even greater question—Where are we 
from, where is home for us? 
 



We could even include the flowers at our lunch table in that question, or the 
flowers here today, or the plants or the pews, or the stained glass…Where are 
we all from? Where is home for us? 
 
So, here’s one possible way we might answer this: an astrologist or a 
cosmologist, for example, might answer this question by giving us a Post Office 
type account of our cosmic address…so for us here, instead of our address 
being— Weybridge Congregational Church, 2790 Weybridge Rd, in Weybridge 
VT in the USA—our cosmic address would go instead something like: Planet 
Earth, in the solar system, in the Milky Way, in the local group of galaxies in the 
Virgo supercluster of galaxies, and then finally, in the last line of our cosmic 
address, the observable universe itself.   
 
So, where are we from—that’s like a post office address way of answering that 
question, but of course there are other ways of telling our origin story as well, just 
as like at a lunch table I think, if you asked somebody where they are from, and 
they answered only with telling you their address and phone number, well I think 
you’d feel like you didn’t really get a good sense of where that person was from, 
or who they were… 
 
All this is to say today, that I think we’ve heard in our scripture this morning, in 
the opening verses of Genesis, one of the most interesting, one of the most 
timeless, one of the most evocative, and one of the most powerful of all the origin 
stories that we have, of all the ways that we could try to go about answering this 
question as to where we’re from.  
 
“A grand symphony of a text,” is how one commentator defines this account in 
Genesis; others call it a poem; others a song or hymn of creation; others point 
out the call and response rhythm and describe this as a piece of cosmic liturgy, 
like a cosmic “call to worship”; still others think the call and response rhythm 
corresponds to the most basic or primordial movement of life…the heart beating 
and resting, the lungs breathing in and breathing out, the universe expanding and 
contracting… 
 
Where are we from, where’s home for us?…I think the story that we have here in 
Genesis…I think it’s a bit like asking somebody at lunch where they’re from, and 
instead of just naming a specific place, well they start singing you a song about 
that place, “Sweet Home Alabama,” something like that.  
 
So, finally today just to recap a bit of what we heard, or just to pull out a few of 
the main themes from our origin story in Genesis…what can we learn hear about 
where we come from, about where’s home for us… 
 



First, this story makes it clear that we come from a God who is creative and who 
delights in creating something new... that might seem almost too obvious to point 
out, but notice how we have Day One, Day Two, Day Three, and so on, and 
notice how God makes something new each and every day…Light one day; Sky 
another; Ocean; Earth; plants; animals…we come from a God who works with 
and through the common elements of the universe, and through them makes 
something new out of them each and every day…Meister Eckhart, a medieval 
preacher, he said briefly but wonderfully, “God is the newest thing”…where do we 
come from, we come from a God who is creative, who is always up to something 
new, a God who might even be that newest thing… 
 
What else…where do we come from… 
 
Well Genesis suggests over and over again that we come from a world which is 
deeply, deeply good…we come from a world where goodness is stitched into the 
fabric of everything that exists…we can notice here how at just about every step 
along the way of creation, at every moment in which something new unfolds, God 
like a great painter takes a step back, and looks out over it all, and appreciates 
the beauty of it all over again…Where do we come from, we come from a world 
which is good not just one time over, or twice over, but a world which is good 
over and over and over again, and in the end, a world that is declared to be very 
good, which I think is an important thing element in our faith to remember and to 
cling close to… 
 
And finally, one more thought for today…where do we come from, where’s home 
for us…well, Genesis suggests in the end that we come from a God who creates 
and who is eminently creative, but we also come form a God who rests, and who 
declares rest to be holy—in fact, everything else in creation was declared good, 
but resting, honoring what we call the Sabbath, taking a break from all the 
busyness…that’s the only thing that is declared to be holy, which I think 
acknowledging that can be a huge challenge to us in a world which seems to 
care much more about being busy and productive rather than resting and being 
reflective.  
 
In the Jewish tradition, the Sabbath is sometimes pictured as a sanctuary in time, 
or as a temple in time. The call to keep the Sabbath then is like the call to honor 
the holiness of time, to honor the sacred nature of each and every  present 
moment. 
 
So, where do we come from…Genesis suggests that we come from  a spirit of 
creativity unfolding over time, and that we come also from a spirit of appreciation, 
a spirit of delighting in the goodness of things… 
 



And where’s home for us? Genesis also suggests, as God rests in the end in that 
sacred sanctuary of time, that home for us, that where we live is in that same 
sanctuary of time, in the sacred beauty of each present moment…. 
 
Psalm 90, I think summarizes this origin story well with it’s opening verse, “O 
LORD you have been our dwelling place throughout the generations. Before the 
mountains were brought forth, or ever you had formed the earth and the world, 
from everlasting to everlasting you are God.”  
 


